
 
 
 

 

PRESS INFORMATION 
 

WUNDERKIND-Custom: Universal number plate insert frame 

D-Breisach a. R. / 14th March 2019. Those you wish to have a tidy rear at their 

motorcycle will now find a slim license plate frame from the German accessory 

manufacturer WUNDERKIND-Custom which convinces with its elegant design 

and many functional advantages. 

"Often, the simple number plate flutters about at a protruding and unattractive 
motorcycle rear – fixed only with two or three screws. For those who do not like it we 
have developed a practical and also elegant alternative: On one hand the license 
plate can be fixed completely screwless on the high-quality milled aluminum frame. 
On other hand the frame can be supplemented by LED turn signals and / or only a 
LED rear light function," explains Christian Mehlhorn. 
 
The frame is universal and available for many different motorbike models and license 
plate sizes. It is offered either with or without LED license plate illumination - 
depending on whether it can remain on the vehicle or better should be replaced by 
the integrated on the frame, if visually more consistent. If the original rear light should 
also be omitted the frame can be supplemented by a brake / tail light unit. Moreover, 
discreet LED accessory flashers can also be ordered separately which are mounted 
on the sides of the frame. A further option is to order a self-adhesive reflector. 
 
Various fixing points are already pre-marked for the drills which allow an easy and 
symmetrical mounting. The license plate is simply inserted into the frame from below. 
This eliminates annoying screws and associated crackings of the number plate. 
 
The three versions are manufactured in the familiar good quality: The production is 
made exclusively from high-strength aluminum which is then glass bead blasted and 
anodized in black. The lighting units are all E-marked. 
 
The delivery includes fixing screws and - in case of a version with light sources - also 
solder connectors for a fast, electrical connection. Matter of expense: The simplest 
version starts at EUR 129.00 incl. VAT. 
 
More information at: wunderkind-custom.com  

 

 

 

 

 

https://wunderkind-custom.com/de/motorradzubehoer-shop/192/kennzeichenhalter-motorrad-mittig


 
 
 

 

Pic 1 of 5: Universal number plate frame WITHOUT  illumination  

 

 

 

Pic 2 of 5: Universal number plate frame WITH illumination 

 

 



 
 
 

 

Pic 3 of 5: Universal plate number frame with integrated brake / rear light and LED 

illumination 

 

 

Pic 4 of 5: Example I: Installed, universal plate number frame 

 

 



 
 
 

 

Pic 5 of 5: Example II: Installed, universal plate number frame 

 

 

Press contact 
WUNDERKIND-Custom 
A brand of 
ABM Fahrzeugtechnik GmbH 
Tamina Bischoff 
Krummholzstrasse 5 
D-79206 Breisach am Rhein 
Tel. +49 (0) 7667 / 9446 – 13 
Fax +49 (0) 7667 / 9446 - 63 
E-Mail: tamina@wunderkind-custom.com 
Internet: wunderkind-custom.com 
Facebook: WUNDERKIND-Custom 

 
WUNDERKIND-Custom is a German premium brand of ABM which produces high-

end accessories for motorcycles. It has been founded in 2013 by family head and 

CEO Christian Mehlhorn. While in the beginning the brand produced parts only for 

Harley-Davidson motorcycles it now contains also products for many common bike 

brands and custombikes. All products are constructed, designed, manufactured and 

retailed under the umbrella of the well-known company ABM Fahrzeugtechnik GmbH 

in the south of Germany. 

ABM Fahrzeugtechnik GmbH is manufacturer of high-end accessories for sport and 

custom bikes. The company was founded in 1985 and named after the 

founder Arthur Berthold Munz. Since 2010, Christian Mehlhorn has 
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been the managing director who is responsible for about twenty employees in the 

field of development, production, marketing and sales at the permanent business 

establishment in Breisach am Rhein, Germany. Meanwhile, the company has 

launched two brands: ABM ergonomic style & WUNDERKIND-Custom. 

 


